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WebEx Quick Reference 

• Mute/unmute on 
your phone or 
using *6 
 
 

• Chat to “All 
Participants” 
 
 

• Chat to “Host” for 
technology issues 
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2. Enter Text 

1. Select All Participants 

3. Click Send 



Welcome! 
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Please add the names of everyone attending in 

the chat box 



Discussion 
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Test Box 2 contents  

‘Potentially Better Practices’ to choose from: 

 

o Getting ready for continuity  

o Effective communication for care planning 

o Coordinating today’s work together  

o Determining and monitoring panel confirmation rate 

o Local Alberta research findings 

o Running EMR searches  
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Getting Ready for Continuity 



Getting Ready for Continuity 
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This test box item is to support teams to: 

 

• Develop a shared understanding of the importance of 

continuity  

 

• Use data to understand and inform the practice’s continuity 

 

• Develop a shared understanding of the provider behaviours 

that contribute to continuity 

 

• Prepare to participate in the Central Patient Attachment 

Registry (CPAR) 

 

 



If we could only do one thing… 

“Having a family doctor, 
being able to access the 
family doctor, and most 
importantly, continuity of 
care with a family doctor, is 
probably the single most 
important thing a health 
care system can provide to 
its population.”  

 

Dr. Richard Lewanczuk,  
Senior Medical Director,  

Primary Health Care, AHS 
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Continuity Defined   

 

Continuity  

=  

Quality of patient care 
over time with a primary 

care provider  

+  

connection across 
healthcare events & 

providers 
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Continuity of Care: a multidisciplinary review,  
JL Haggerty et al, 2013 



 
Alberta’s Journey to Continuity  
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• ASaP & ASaP +  
• Panel & CPAR  
• AIM 
• New physician/team compensation approaches  

• SOMB  
• Blended capitation  

• Physician Resource Planning 

Relational Continuity 

• PHCIN 
• New PCN Funding Models 
• PaCT (Complex Care Planning)  

Management Continuity 

• Community Information to Net Care (CII)  
• Data Sharing Standards 

Informational Continuity 

Continuity: The Common Thread 12 



Continuity Aim:  

Improvement in Continuity Across Alberta to 80% 
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Some is not a number, soon is not a time.  
– Don Berwick, Launch of 100,000 Lives Campaign, IHI Forum December 2004 



Test Box 2 – Getting Ready for Continuity 

• Self-reflection 

questions that relate to 

team behaviours that 

support continuity 

 

• Continuity Challenge - 

Slide deck to support 

teams in 

understanding 

Continuity  
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Continuity of Care Challenge 

• Question 1 – Patient’s Medical Home 

• Question 2 – Panel progress/continuity impact  

• Question 3 – Types of continuity 

• Question 4 – Evidence around continuity 

• Question 5 – Data sources to inform continuity 

• EMR & HQCA Panel Reports 

• Question 6 – Provider behaviours for continuity 

• Question 7 – Continuity Aim 

• Question 8 – Central Patient Attachment Registry 

 



Questions/Discussion 16 



Effective Communication for 
Care Planning 



Communication - Patients and Teams 
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Activity 1 
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Reflect on what guides communication as a team and 

communication with patients.  

 

• previous trainings  

• patient-centred practices 

• consistency across team 

• patient experience 



Activity 2 

PDSA four principles: 

 

• First ask, then offer 

• Wait til 8 

• Invite the client to write 

• Trial & error 
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Tips for Coaches 21 

Review 

examples 

Team 

meetings & 

huddles 

establish 
communication 

norms 

Opportunity 

to role model 

Team 

member 

observation 

and feedback 

Ask patients  

for input and 

feedback 



Questions/Discussion 22 



Coordinating Today’s Work 
Together 



Sample Huddle Checklist 
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Introducing Huddles 
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• We don’t have time 

• Not everyone will be able to come 

• Meetings are a waste of time 

• I don’t like the term ‘huddle’ 

• Other? 

Potential 

Barriers: 



EMR Messaging - examples 

• Update team on change in schedule 

• Messages about specific patients (e.g., follow up) 

• Come to room # to meet the patient 

• (Some research may be required!) 
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PDSA 
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• Tues. morning at 8:55 am 

• MD, LPN, MOA & reception x1 

• Try the sample checklist 

• Meet at the LPN’s EMR 

• Review the schedule 

• Run through the checklist 

• At end of day, meet briefly 

• Patients arrived early – huddle 

cut short 

• Thwarted 2 potential ‘blow outs’ 

• Try again Wed at 8:50 am 

• Huddle briefly to review at 

end of day 



Example Scenario 

At the pre-clinic huddle, the team is reviewing the schedule for the 
day.  Jasmine (panel manager) comments that Mrs. Singh is coming 
in for a prescription refill and her name came up on the EMR query 
for patients with complex health needs who are over 65 and haven’t 
been in to the clinic for more than a year.  Dr. Lee responds that it 
would be very beneficial to engage her in attending a care planning 
appointment, but anticipates that he may be running late at that 
point – the patient before her is coming in for a counselling 
appointment.  Nancy (LPN) offers to talk to Mrs. Singh when she 
rooms her, and invite her for a care planning appointment.  She’ll 
review the script ahead of time to refresh her memory on the key 
points to mention.  Dr. Lee says that he’ll touch on it briefly, when he 
sees Mrs. Singh, to reinforce what Nancy has said.  Beth from 
reception suggests that Nancy send a quick EMR message if Mrs. 
Singh is agreeable about coming in for care planning so that the 
reception team can ask Mrs. Singh if she’d like to book before she 
leaves the clinic. 
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Questions/Discussion 29 



Determining and Monitoring 
Panel Confirmation Rate 



How well are teams doing with 
panel confirmation? 

• If the confirmed panel list is our outcome, the 

panel confirmation rate is our process 

measure.   

• This measure tells us how well a team is 

doing with their panel confirmation process.   

• The definition of a panel is: 

 The group of patients who consider a particular 

 physician (or nurse practitioner) to be their 

 primary provider, and that provider agrees. 
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Panel Confirmation Tips 

• If a patient isn’t confirmed, by our Alberta 

definition, they are not paneled 

• Teams who are aligned to the importance of 

continuity will likely do a better job of this 

• Is leadership open to incentives for the team 

to do this work? 

• Measure, share, measure, share, measure, 

share….. 
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Measure and Share 
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Check out the TOP EMR 

Guides and videos for 

measuring confirmation 

rates in each EMR 

Check out the TOP QI 

Guide for more 

information on run 

charts 



Questions/Discussion 34 



Running EMR Searches 



Let your EMR do the heavy lifting 

• Your EMR is a powerful tool to help with 

monitoring and measuring care planning 

processes 

• This section is about learning the EMR 

search engine capabilities through starting 

with simple searches and layering on 
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Building EMR Searches 
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Identify patients: 

• Without a visit in the past year 

• Who are over 65 years of age 

• Who had 2 or more ER visits in the 

past year 

 

 
Tip:  Check out TOP EMR Guides  

and videos 



Questions/Discussion 38 



What’s next…. 



Important dates ahead 
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• Test Box 2 materials  

o www.topalbertadoctors.org/pact 

o “Tools and Resources” 

 

• Test box delivery to clinic teams TBD by coaches 

 

• Test Box 2 Share & Learn webinar:  April 5, 2018 

 

• Test Box 3 Coaches’ Prep webinar:  April 11, 2018 

http://www.topalbertadoctors.org/pact

